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Abstract. I’s proposed the approach of computer game control of human move-
ments in sport computer games in order to increase the level of physical activity of
stu-dents in online classes, which takes into account the initial knowledge of the
spe-cializeddisciplines of the curriculum.The approach is basedon anopen-access
repository of computer programs created in the Scratch-based block language (47
games for 28 summer sports, 16 games for 10 winter sports), Scratch programs
for human motion recognition based on the PoseNet neural network, which allow
changing the principle of controlling game characters through the keyboard and
mouse. The approach uses static gestures – unchanging position of the human
body with fixed relationships of its various parts to each other, dynamic ges-
ture – sequential transition in time between two static gestures and Scratch-block
descriptions of recognition of gestures.

Keywords: ExerGame · motion recognition · Scratch

1 Introduction

Nowadays, there are means of interaction between a person and a computer through
human movements’ recognition, which allows controlling events in entertaining or edu-
cational computer games using ExerGame technologies (“exercise”+ “game”) [1]. Non-
contact motion control sensors, such as the MS Xbox 360/One game console, which
contains the MS Kinect sensor with an infrared camera [2] to support Kinect Sport 3D
computer sports games have been used for many years to recognize human movements:
Tennis, Table Tennis, Golf, Skiing, Baseball, Soccer, Basketball, Boxing, Track and
Field (Sprint, Javelin, Discus, Long Jump and Hurdles). Due to COVID restrictions
in 2020–2021 and military actions from 2022, students could not come to the sports
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facilities of Odesa National Polytechnic University for “Physical Education” classes.
Therefore, the “Physical Education and Sports” department together with the “Informa-
tion Systems” department decided to adapt the discipline program through theExerGame
technologies’ introduction. However, the use of these technologies in the first-term stu-
dents’ training program has limitations during online classes: (1) lack of special infrared
cameras; (2) lack of access to commercial computer games; (3) lack of knowledge to
independently create 3D computer games. The first limitation can be partially removed
by using programs for processing human images from a Web-camera based on various
machine learning models, for example, PoseNet [3]. The second limitation can be par-
tially removed by using the Scratch programming environment [4] – a tool for imparting
computational thinking skills from an early age in schools. Although Scratch allows the
creation of computer programs with simple 2D graphics, which cannot be compared
to commercial 3D games, Scratch provides access to working computer games created
by pupils from around the world and hosted in open-file game repositories [5]. Such
a repository allows choosing a game with an interesting scenario, exploring the open
source code, and, if desired, making changes to it, and creating a new version of the
game. Unfortunately, there are currently no examples of motion control sports games
in the Scratch repository. However, the work [6] represents a special program for dis-
playing human movement from the MS Kinect v.1 sensor in Scratch v.1.4 sensor blocks,
which allowed the author to quickly create several games with different scenarios [7]:
“Alien attack” controls body movements left/right and raising the arms above the head,
“Hungry shark” controls the head up/down movements and joining the palms together,
“Hungry ant” controls the right hand’s movements. During the work [8], new games
were created for the stroke patients’ rehabilitation. These games can be easily adapted
for the webcam instead of the MS Kinect infrared camera if you use the free neural net-
work communication software libraries with the Scratch environment. The PoseBlocks
web-program [9] was one of the first examples of free programs, which provided the
Scratch environment with new sensory blocks based on the AImodel neural network for
tracking body, and based on own images/poses/audio -models from the Google Teach-
able Machine (GTM) [10]. The PictoBlox [11] desktop program, also supports GTM
using the Scratch language. The software library [12] allows representing the human
body in the form of reference points based on the PoseNet neural network, as is done
by the MS Kinect sensor, and transferring the coordinates of these points to the Scratch
environment sensor blocks.

The analysis of works determined the need to modify the “Physical Education”
curriculum in the first term for students studying IT specialties in the form of a Scratch-
Based Exergame-Educational Approach (exergaming approach) using computer games
based on the Olympic sports themes, which should take into account simple technical
requirements for students during online classes and low requirements for knowledge of
programming languages:

• the presence of a regular web-camera connected to the computer;
• the knowledge of the basics of programming in the Scratch environment;
• the access to the Scratch library for connection with the PoseNet neural network;
• the access to the open Scratch repository of games on the Olympic sports themes.
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2 Stages of the Scratch-Based Exergame-Approach

The classes conduct by the ExerGame-approach, which includes three stages (see Fig. 1),
were proposed.

Fig. 1. The Exergaming approach of classes conduct based on 3 stages and a sequence of steps.
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2.1 Stage 1 - Analysis of a Computer Game Based on Scenarios of Olympic
Sports Competitions

In order to determine the list of computer games that students will explore and change
during online classes, the authors of the ExerGame-approach in the Scratch-repository
searched and selected computer games according to the following steps:

1) determination of the English-language names of official summer and winter sports;
2) search in the repository of the list of computer games by the English name of sports;
3) selection of found games by type of single player and by decreasing popularity of

their use by the community;
4) selection of computer games by the kind of sports in different planes of the player’s

view projection: frontal (f-plane) – front/back view, profile (p-plane) – side view,
horizontal (h-plane) – top view.

As a result of search the following was found:

• 47 computer games for 28 summer Olympic sports
• 16 computer games for 10 winter Olympic sports

For each game, the following was defined: the projection planes of the player’s view,
the project code in the Scratch repository, the computer keyboard/computer mouse keys
controlling the movements of the computer athlete in the game, and the game screen
example. Part of the description of the games found is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Part of the description of the games found.

Type of sport, 

projection plane, 

project code

Computer keyboard/computer mouse 

control keys

Game screen example

Judo,

566395367,

p-plane

A, D, W, S, W+Space, S+Space –

move forward/backward, raise/lower 

defense, upper/lower attack

Tennis, 

520716879,

f-plane

Left, right, forward, backward arrow 

keys – moving in directions, Space 

key – racket hits

Swimming,

178358511,

h-plane

Right and left arrow keys –

movement with the right or left 

hands
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2.2 Stage 2 – Set up the Parameters for the Human Motion Recognition
with PoseNet Neural Network

The Scratch environment can be hosted on any computer due to the open source code, and
Scratch v.3 can be hosted on anyweb-server and new software libraries can be added.One
of the web-servers hosts the PoseNet2Scratch software library for recognizing human
movements based on the PoseNet [12] neural network.

When using the PoseNet2Scratch software library, students must consider the
conditions for working with the webcam:

• the webcam is located at the level of human eyes, but the webcam can be placed
lower;

• students stand in front of the even colorwall, which contrasts with the person’s clothes
so that the PoseNet neural network can correctly distinguish the outline (silhouette)
of the person’s image against the wall image background;

• there are no extra objects in the area monitored by the webcam;
• the webcam is located at a distance sufficient to display the body parts of the students

used in the sports’ movements (2–5 m);
• the room is illuminated but without the light glare on the wall in front of which the

students are standing.

The PoseNet neural network allows representing the human body in the form of
17 reference points (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The human body anchor points created in the PoseNet neural network

The PoseNet2Scratch software library adds a section of green blocks to Scratch
to control anchor points. Figure 3 shows fragments of the sprite placement rendering
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software blocks associated with the anchor points of the nose, left shoulder, and right
wrist.

(c) visualization of the location of the right 
wrist

(d) examples of visualization of reference 
points

(а) visualization of the location of the nose (b) visualization of the location of the left 
shoulder

Fig. 3. Fragments of software Scratch-blocks for visualization of the location of sprites.

Each description of the athlete’s movement can be considered as a sequence of
poses—positions taken by the human body, head, and limbs in relation to each other.

If we talk about the process of human poses recognition by a computer, then a pose
can be considered as a gesture – an action or movement of the human body or its part,
which has a certain meaning or sense, that is, it is a sign or symbol.

The following terms will be used in the future:

• static gestures (sg) – unchanging position of the human body with fixed relation of
its various parts to each other;

• dynamic gesture (dg) – a sequential transition in time between two static gestures.

For static gestures, their coordinate description is proposed, which takes into account
the following:

• for each pair of static gestures, anchor points that determine a significant difference
between static gestures are searched, and a logical expression comparing the values
of the coordinates of these anchor points is described;
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• one should strive for a minimum number of comparisons between reference points,
but guarantee a significant difference in their description between different static
gestures.

Table 2 for three computer games presents examples of screenshots from the web-
camera in the form of human body anchor points with static gestures in the Scratch
program with a connected PoseNet neural network and a coordinate description of
gestures.

Table 2. Table for three computer games presents examples of screenshots from the web-camera
in the form of human body anchor points with static gestures in the Scratch program with a
connected PoseNet neural network and a coordinate description of gestures.

Kind of sports Screenshot of static 

gesture 1

Screenshot of static 

gesture 2

Static gesture coor- 

dinate description

sg1 – defense
sg2 – attack

sg1: (xK < xH)
and (xW < xA)
and ((ySL - yHL) =
(xHR - xHL))
sg2: (yWL = yN)
and (yWR < yEwR)
and (xN = xH)

Tennis

Judo

sg1 – racket ready to 

hit sg2 – hit with a racket

sg1:
(yWL > yEwR)
and (xWL > xEwL)
sg2: (yWL > yEwR)
and (xEwL = xEwL)

Swimming

sg1 – right hand swing sg2 – left hand swing

sg1: (yWR > yN)
and (yWL < yEwR)
sg2: (yWL > yN)
and (yWR < yEwL)

To program the recognition conditions of the specified gestures, it is recommended
to create variables, for example, nose_y, left_wrist_y, right_wrist_y, the values of which
are set in the software modules for the anchor points visualization (see Fig. 4).

Figure 5 shows a fragment of the Scratch program where two static gestures “Both
hands below nose” and “Both hands above nose” are first recognized using the following
steps:
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Fig. 4. Fragments of the Scratch program that set the values of the nose_y, left_wrist_y,
right_wrist_y variables for programming static gesture recognition conditions.

1. checking the condition of the first static gesture recognition, which is defined by the
logical expression “sg1: (yN > yWL) and (yN > yWR)”, using the variables nose_y,
leftwrist_y, right_wrist_y;

2. if the result of the logical expression check of static gesture returns true then set
variable new_static_gesture = 1 as sg1;

3. checking the condition of the second static gesture recognition, which is defined by
the logical expression “sg2: (yWL > yN) and (yWR > yN)”, using Scratch blocks
leftwrist_y, right_wrist_y, nose_y;

4. if the result of the logical expression check of static gesture returns true then set
variable new_static_gesture = 2 as sg2;

Scratch blocks of dynamic gesture recognition take into account the transition
between a previously recognized static gesture and a new recognized static gesture.
Figure 5 also shows a fragment of the Scratch program, which recognizes two dynamic
gestures: dg1 – “hands raised above the nose”, dg2 – “hands lowered below the nose”,
through previously programmed recognition processes of two static gestures sg1, sg2.

The dynamic_gesture variable is used to establish the fact of dynamic gesture recog-
nition, which can later be used in the program code of the game character controlling
conditions analysis to replace the classic control version in the game through a computer
keyboard or a computer mouse.
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The program recognizes a dynamic gesture
(dg) by recognizing two static gestures (sg) as 
the system transition 
from a one state = old_static_gesture
to another state = new_static_gesture

sg1: (yN > yWL) AND (yN > yWR)

sg2: (yN > yWL) 
AND (yN > yWR)

dg 1: sg 1 -> sg 2

dg 2: sg 2 -> sg 1 

change system statechange system state

Fig. 5. A fragment of the Scratch-program that recognizes two static gestures and, based on them,
subsequently recognizes two dynamic gestures.

2.3 Stage 3 – Implementation of the Human Motion Recognition
into the Computer Game

The existing Scratch program of a computer game uses two classic means to control the
game character’s movements:

• pressing the keyboard keys, which are programmed by the blue Scratch-block with
the name “key pressed”;

• pressing the keys of the “mouse” type manipulator, which are programmed by the
blue Scratch block called “mouse down”;
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• horizontal movement of the “mouse” typemanipulator, which is programmed by blue
Scratch blocks with the names “mouse x”, and “mouse y”.

Therefore, at the beginning of the method’s third stage, it is necessary: (1) to find
Scratch blocks with classic computer game controls in the computer game; (2) to replace
classic blocks with blocks that take dynamic gesture into account. Figure 6 shows the
example of fragments of a Scratch program with the means of a computer game control
through the Space key of the keyboard, as well as its replacement with a variable that
stores the number of a previously recognized dynamic gesture. After successfully check-
ing that the dynamic gesture matches the specified number, the value of the variable must
be cleared to start a new iteration of new dynamic gesture recognition.

(a) a computer game control means 
through the Space key of the keyboard

(b) replacing the control with a variable 
that stores the number of a previously 

recognized dynamic gesture

Fig. 6. Fragments of the Scratch program with the computer game control

One of the examples of the psychological and communication theory of games is the
Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics (MDA) structure as a tool for analyzing existing games
and synthesizing new games based on three components [13]: Mechanics, Dynamics,
and Aesthetics. “Mechanics” includes [14]: Game rules – the rules that determine the
purpose of the game, for example, “create”, “destroy”, “avoid”, and “match”; Play rules
– the rules of manipulation that determine the basic actions that the player can apply in
the game, for example, “move”, “select”, “record”, “control”, “get lucky”, and “shoot”.
“Dynamics” is a game result of using “Mechanics”, caused by:

• the players’ actions, which depend on their psychical and physiological abilities, for
example, the brain’s reaction speed, the fingers’ motility speed when pressing the
keys of the keyboard/mouse wheel;

• results of different mechanics’ interaction with each other.

After switching to game control from using dynamic gestures, the gamemay become
unbalanced because the player does not have time to perform the appropriate movements
for the dynamic gesture conditions to work. Therefore, students need to find Scratch
blocks that affect the dynamics of the game, for example, determine the character’s
movement speed, and the events’ change speed in the game.
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3 Analysis of the Exergame-Approach Implementation

In October 2023, 92 first-year students majoring in Computer Science took part in the
“Physical Education” online classes based on the Exergaming approach for five weeks,
among them 68 students (74%) completed stages 1–3. In order to receive feedback, a
questionnairewas conducted among students, the results ofwhich revealed the following:

• 26% of students did not study programming languages at school;
• programming languages studied at school: Scratch – 50%, Python – 25%, Pascal –

15%, C/C++ – 15%, C# – 7%, Java – 6%, Basic – 4%.
• 30% of students did not experience difficulty with completing tasks;
• 20% of students indicated problems with the Internet speed;
• 17% of students had a “weak” computer;
• 15% of students did not have a webcam, but among them only a third could not

complete the task, because others did it by temporarily renting webcams;
• 37% of students indicated that the Exergaming approach can be used as an aid for

the motor activity increase;
• 26% of students believe that the Exergaming approach can be effective only in the

online education period;
• 24% of students do not see the benefit in using the Exergaming approach;
• 57% of students felt motivated to continue practicing Exergaming approach and the

desire to achieve a decent result;
• 28% of students felt oppressed while completing tasks, but this may be related to

technical difficulties, which were noted in the corresponding item of the survey;

The questionnaire results also showed that the Exergaming approach developed the
participants’ Soft Skills as the students identified the following priorities for the Soft
Skills types:

• 20% – adaptability – the ability to change ways of thinking according to the tasks
and the conditions for solving them;

• 15% – creativity – the ability to create and find new original ideas, and solve tasks in
a non-standard way;

• 13% – critical thinking – the ability to reason and effectively analyze information.

4 Conclusion

The analysis of the results of the first experimental implementation of exergaming app-
roach showed that 1st-year students, starting to study “Physical Education” in the 1st
term and not having sufficient skills in using professional programming languages, can
already create computer games with 2D graphics where they will test their motor skills.
Computer gamification of physical exercise support based on human movement control
hardware and software can be introduced as an optional part of “Physical Education”
with connections to other disciplines:

• the results of students’ current studying in the disciplines they study in parallel, for
example, in “Algorithmizing and Programming”;
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• the review of students’ future learning outcomes in such disciplines as “Intelligent
Data Analysis”/“Artificial IntelligenceMethods and Systems”, “Programming of IoT
systems” and “Computer Game Systems Development”.

For many years, the Scratch programming environment has been the basis for STEM
in school education, therefore the proposed exergaming approach can be used in pupils’
non-formal education.
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